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Abstract. The World-Wide-Web was initially designed to enable Infor-
mation exchange between research institutes using the Internet Protocol
based transport network. Since then, more and more areas of our daily
live are reached by the evolving Internet including business critical areas,
causes through its big success, fast acceptance and emerged possibili-
ties. However, today’s best-effort Internet still lacks wide-area support
for End-to-End Quality-of-Service and security sensitive services. Future
Internet (FI) related research targets at a re-designs of the current In-
ternet while addressing today’s requirements. In this paper we present a
clean-slate cross-layer FI architecture approach. In order to optimize the
underlying network for services we focus on a framework able to provide
service required functionalities at the network layer on demand. We val-
idate the presented architecture based on a prototype implementation.
An evaluation section discusses measurements done with the prototype
and an outlook on our future work concludes the paper.

Keywords: Cross-Layer, Future Internet, Service Composition,
Functional Composition, Clean-Slate.

1 Introduction

The World-Wide-Web was initially designed at CERN to enable information
exchange between research institutes in a distributed manner. The protocols
and the network architecture were once designed in the way to enable http and
mail data transfer using best effort packet transport paradigm. The big success
of the Internet reaches other sectors fast what lets the Internet growths steadily
until these days and even further on. Initially used in the research domain, its
acceptance covers nowadays mobile as well as fixed areas like in traveling, finance,
health, community, government, education and the business sector. These new
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sectors brought new requirements and demands like Quality-of-Service (QoS),
security, reliability, etc, which were not included in the original early design. The
evolutionary way of modifying the Internet from its early stages results in partial
and limited network security together with operator specific, non-standardized
QoS solutions.

The common approach of Future Internet related research is to re-design the
Internet based on todays requirements, demands and use cases, which are not
possible or difficult to realize within the current Internet. The term Future In-
ternet (FI) is linked to four main research directions. The network of the future
virtualizes the physical network and provides virtual network overlays within the
physical network. The Internet of content re-arranges the network organization
through locator/identifier splitting. The Internet of things is characterized by
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication. The Internet of services includes
Functional Composition (FC), in which the functionalities of the classic lay-
ered ISO/OSI network stack are decoupled to be exposed and combined in an
optimized composition for individual services [1].

One aspect of FC includes cross-layer composition, in which the strict trans-
parency of service and network layer is relaxed, by making services network
aware and enabling service awareness to the network at the same time. Using
this idea, services are able to state requirements to the network and at the same
time the network is able to provide feedback using e.g. a subscription/notification
mechanism for individual connections.

The current Internet works well, what makes it applicable for many domains
as discussed further. However, in case of overload situations, no dynamic quality
guarantees can be supported for specific service data flows initiated by the user.
An example application for FC is grounded in such overload situations of the
network, in which QoS (traffic differentiation, prioritization, filtering, etc.) needs
to be applied. In contrast to the classic Internet, the FC approach is able to adopt
the network functionalities based on requirements for a given service data flow.

This paper presents a clean-slate cross-layer design approach in which func-
tionalities of the network layer can be triggered by the service layer directly. A
service composition component orchestrates single services to complex services
in order to serve the demands of intent statements send by the User Equipment
(UE). Security policies and network monitoring secure the individual connection
from an operator point of view. A FC framework combines network function-
alities demanded by the service layer and establishes a data path between to
communicating devices.

The first part of the paper presents the cross-layer architecture design, high-
lights is main components and discusses its functionalities. The second practical
part validates our presented architecture with a prototypical implementation
and outlines implementation specific details. Finally an evaluation proves our
implementation in a scenario and measurements are discusses. An outlook on
our future work concludes the paper.
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2 Design of a QoS Aware Cross-Layer Service Delivery
Concept

This section presents the design of our generalized G-Lab DEEP [15] architec-
ture for cross-layer functional composition service delivery architecture [2,3,4]
depicted in figure 1. The key components of this architecture are presented
and their main tasks are discussed. Finally the interfaces and protocols are
highlighted.

Figure 1 includes three types of different interfaces: The dashed lines are used
to mark interfaces for control information exchange, the solid lines indicates
data paths and the large arrow connecting UE and the broker depicts the intent
statement that triggers the composition.
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Fig. 1. General Cross-Layer Architecture

The architecture is divided into four main layers namely the application, con-
trol, network and access layer from the top to the bottom. The application layer
manages services to expose functionality to users. The functionality resides in-
side applications which can be hosted in distributed environment. A service is
either single/atomic or consists out of several services as a complex combined
service.
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Available services from (3rd party) service providers are registered in the
registry, which is a database containing references to all registered services. Each
service has an individual description to ensure the valid access, which is also
mapped by the Registry to the specific service. Services may be hosted in the
service provider domain in a repository and managed in a service execution
environment.

The process chain to execute a user demanded service is initialized through
an intent statement by the User Equipment (UE). Such an intent consist of a
service request and parameters required by this particular service and is stated
from the UE towards the broker component.

A broker [5] transforms such an intent into a request by deriving abstract
services out of the request and determining an abstract service workflow to
solve the requested functionality. Based on the created service workflow, security
related functionalities like Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA)
of the user request are validated before proceeding with the next steps.

The selection of services to assemble the workflow is done through the orches-
tration and composition engine. Such an orchestration or composition engine
selects services based on predefined policies given through the network operator
or service provider. A centralized database provides user profiles, which are used
as base to derive policy decisions on in order to grant or revoke access to specific
services.

The process of selecting services for a workflow also identifies service level
requirements for the underlying network. Examples for such service requirements
are related to bandwidth, prioritization, etc.

As composition is executed at two different layers, service and network layer,
there can be scenarios where exact requested functionality can not be provided
or conflict may occur among offered functionality at service layer and requested
functionality at network layer.

To negotiate between the two layers and to resolve conflicts during the actual
cross-layer composition process a mediator [6] component has been added.

To resolve a conflict the mediator needs various information (as shown in fig 2)
such as requirements, offerings, policies and dependencies. Requested and offered
functionality knowledge helps the mediation process to decide for appropriate
functionality with respect to presented constraints, dependencies and policies.
Dependencies provide knowledge about existing conflict between services, while
policies defines the rules to resolve those conflicts. There are various dependen-
cies possible where exclusion or inclusion of a functionality makes more sense
such as it is not reasonable to have compression of encrypted data or, to use
answering-machine-functionality and call-forwarding-functionality at the same
time. Policies can also be used to deny demanded network functions because of
hardware, software or network constraints.

Network functional composition will be performed at network layer. Different
functions of the network stack are considered as network functions to be composed
dynamically at request. The actual composition of required network functions can
be performed at the run-time or in advance of a request at design-time of new
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Fig. 2. Mediation between Network and Service Layer

services. Both approaches have its pros and cons. A design-time definition of net-
work functions to be used for a concrete service allows a faster reaction of the sys-
tem in case of a request. As a drawback, the flexibility of this approach to cope with
a change of constraints and/or parameters is limited because of the pre-defined
functional blocks. On the other hand, run-time composition is slower as the dy-
namic composition process requires time but it can adapt to dynamically changing
requirements and constraints. Nevertheless as being part of cross-layer composi-
tion, run-time composition is an appropriate method unless some pre-composed
template(s) can be used.

The UE is located in the access layer. The UE is able to state an intent
statement using a RESTful protocol to an operator predefined first point of
contact.

3 Use Cases and Demo Scenarios for a Cross-Layer
Concept

We focus on a Cross-Layer architecture based on Functional Composition to
enable traffic differentiation in a voice call scenario. In detail four Use Cases
are addressed below to demonstrate the support of voice calls under different
circumstances:

1. Normal voice call under normal network conditions
2. Attacker overloads the network (i.e. Denial of service)
3. Normal call fails due to over-utilized network
4. Successful Emergency Call in an overloaded network, using prioritization to

ensure QoS

With these four scenarios we want to illustrate the ability of the proposed archi-
tecture to assure services by triggering required network and service functions on
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demand. The base functionality consists in assuring a standard Voice call service
as an example. In addition to this, further challenges are in the focus as security,
high availability and additional feature sets should be mentioned. In order to
describe the advantages of this concept and architecture the four scenarios are
considered as a basis for the validation of our architecture as shown in figure 3.
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Fig. 3. G-Lab DEEP Demo and Architecture

Scenario 1 allows the verification of a basic functionality and corresponds to the
base line. It serves as the reference for the other scenarios. For the special case of
SIP Calls, the data transfer between the caller and the callee can be divided into
two steps: Call signaling and data transfer. The caller does not have be aware of
this differentiations, because it just sends a request to the application interface.
This request will be forwarded to the broker direktly.

Here thefirstmain taskwill bedone; the intent of the callerwill be transformed in
amore technical request,which allows theBroker to identify general service classes.
Selecting the available service instances out of a common service pool is the second
step inside the Broker. As a result of this procedure, the user intent is turned over
into a compositionworkflow. In this Scenario awrapper for aThirdPartyService is
part of this. It represents an interface to the well-known functionality of SIP, which
itself requires a composition workflow of an UDP-like transport network service.

This and other requirements, such as used codecs are derived out of the work-
flow and will be signaled in a third step to the Mediator. The Mediator creates a
workflow for the network, which is a kind of a network requirements catalog. It is
used to transfer the requirements to the involved instances of the network to make
it able to support the workflow by utilizing the functional composition framework
SONATE [7]. All this steps performed for the signaling are repeated for the data
transfer basedonanotherworkflow.After finishing the call, all network connections
are terminated and all blocked network resources are freed.
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Scenario 1 corresponds to the common well-known business case of a VoIP
call on top of our proposed architecture. However, the actual goal is to demon-
strate that our architecture is able to support this kind of service also in critical
situations.

For this purpose, the scenario 2 came into consideration. Here an attacker is
part of the scenario. The attacker is used to initiate denial of service attacks
by sending SIP requests from distributed malicious clients in order to drain the
available bandwidth between caller and callee (or to overbook the callee). For
the application, it is easy to be aware of good or bad traffic. For the network,
it is more difficult. In fact, the application has to handle every message, even in
case it is malicious traffic from a client a fact that can increase non-availability
of the callee and/or decrease call quality. In case of an Emergency Call this can
be considered as a critical issue since for such calls service has to be guaranteed.

To illustrate this, the last two scenarios demonstrate the benefits of the new
architecture in such situations. For both of them, the functional composition
framework is extended with a quality of service function to assure priority of
Emergency Calls. In scenario 3 the new functional block does not belong to the
workflow, also not for an Emergency Call. In this case the Emergency Call is
affected by the attack.

In scenario 4 the attack is detected and signaled from the application to the
mediator. Now the mediator changes the workflow for the functional composition
framework. This showes the dynamic behavior of the cross-layer composition by
initiating an Emergency Call. Now, an Emergency Call intent has high prioriti-
zation requirements, because it is transferred as new workflow for this connection
to the network. Required resources are allocated for this kind of call. The func-
tional composition framework differentiates on demand between classes of data
flows, which are distinguished by their prioritization.

With these basic scenarios we wanted to describe how to utilize this Com-
posed Framework for Knowledge transfer, and furthermore to support requested
Security in case of Defense and Mitigation.

4 Implementation of a Prototypical Demonstrator

After presenting the design of a Future Internet Cross-Layer Composition con-
cept, this section outlines the demonstrator setup and presents the technical
details of our implementation. The prototypical implementation depicted in fig-
ure 4 focuses on a voice call scenario, in which cross-layer composition creates
a QoS aware data connection differentiating the divers requirements between a
normal and an Emergency Call.

The service composition framework [7] provides a mechanism for composing
and orchestrating registered services in order to achieve a more complex and
personalized functionality. A composed service is defined through a workflow of
services invocations. The workflow consists of operations to invoke the specific
services - which can be also another composed service - and to pass the corre-
sponding values as input parameters for the services. Such a workflow of services
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can be executed sequentially or in parallel, depending on the flow definition thus
providing enriched functionality according to specific conditions. The composed
services differentiate by no means regarding description and invocation from
other atomic services in the platform.

A first prototype uses the Fraunhofer FOKUS service brokering because of the
enriched functionality provided by this component. Service brokering represents
the main entity which ensures the service management in a service delivery plat-
form. It offers a service registry, an environment for execution of services and an
access control and personalization entity. The FOKUS service brokering compo-
nent is implemented making use of the advantages of the OSGI which provides
a dynamic environment for services management. In OSGI there are two types
of entities: bundles and services. A bundle consists of the same elements as a jar
file (e.g. classes, manifest file) excepting the manifest content which describes
the exported and imported packages. Thus the creator of the bundle can easily
control which packages to be exported and which not. The exported packages
can be imported by other bundles in the environment. Beside the exposed func-
tionality, as library, the bundles can register also specific services defined by
an interface and implementation. The OSGI platform contains a local registry
were the services information (e.g. name, description, configuration properties)
is stored and respectively discovered by other bundles.

The service brokering component is based on the Equinox [8] implementation
of the OSGI specification. In order to store more information about services like
interface name, implementation class or description an XDMS (XML Document
Management System) based registry was integrated into the platform.

For composing functionality, the FOKUS Service Brokering component inte-
grated and extended the Apache SCXML (State Chart XML) engine [9]. Using
SCXML one can easily define a flow execution of states. The engine was extended
so that each state execution consists of a service invocation of which result will
define the state transition.

A policy engine extended the functionality of the service brokering component
with access control and personalization. The policy engine evaluates operator
given policies, which result in a specific behavior through enforcing the rules by
the framework. Also the policies have different priorities based on the identities
which defined it. Thus the highest priority represent the policies defined by the
system, followed by the policies defined by the service providers and later by the
service customer.

Policies are identified as a logical set of rules while each rule consists of con-
ditions and actions. During the evaluation, specific policies are selected (based
on the service name, operation name, originator of the invocation respectively
target of the invocation) and their conditions are evaluated against specific pa-
rameters (e.g. platform parameter, service parameter etc). As a consequence of
the conditions evaluation success the associated actions are further executed.
Based on the action configuration, the enforcement of the actions is not only
performed by the policy engine but by also delegated resources.
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Our scenario points out QoS on a voice data connection, which differentiates
prioritized Emergency Calls in contrast to not prioritized normal voice calls. In
case of an Emergency Call stated in the intent statement by the UE, the policy
engine activates a rule, which includes the service level requirement prioritization
in the composition workflow created by the composition engine.

The first stage of the mediator passes requirements from the service down to
the network layer without negotiating and optimizing the connection parameters
because of simplicity. Therefore flow information is extracted by the mediator
and the appropriate functional composition framework is selected afterwards,
which appropriately enforces the requirements.
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Fig. 4. Prototype Testbed Implementation Architecture

The service layer is secured by using the IP Multimedia Subsystem. We use
the MONSTER IMS client from Fraunhofer FOKUS [10] as a basis for our UE.
An extension of the MONSTER client adds functionality to send the intent
statement to the broker using a SOAP message. Location information of the
user is stated using Google Maps API [11]. The location information is signaled
to a location service using SOAP. The UE registers at the IMS and authenticates
his UE and authorizes his requests. The Multimedia Open InterNet Services and
Telecommunication EnviRonment (MONSTER) is an extendible plug-and-play
framework developed by Fraunhofer FOKUS. This toolkit enables the creation
of rich terminal applications compliant to NGN, IPTV and WEB standards.

The interfaces between the service and network layer and mediator are using a
subscribe/notify mechanism. Given the implementation of the service brokering
component and the functional composition framework was done in JAVA, we
made use of the Java Messaging System (JMS) [12] features which also provides
the necessary subscribe/notify features.
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Fig. 5. SONATE Functional Composition Framework

In a research concept [7] a Network Functional Composition Framework
(SONATE) (as shown in fig: 5) has been developed to manage, execute and
deliver the requested services.

The Functional Composition Framework consists of various components such
as building blocks (network functions), a building block repository and a work-
flow engine. Building blocks are the implementation of the services and building
can be composed.

To hold those building blocks one repository has been created which has
knowledge about all existing building blocks in the framework. Building blocks
are independent but they have well-defined interfaces which is used to commu-
nicate with each other and the framework. Every building block has an attached
description which holds information such as covered services, QoS parameters,
requirements and constraints related to the building block. The workflow en-
gine executes building blocks in a given sequence defined by a workflow. For
the realization of the the demonstration some required building blocks for the
scenarios have been implemented in addition to basic functionality (e.g. trans-
port, addressing). In the presented scenarios, there have been requirements on
traffic identification and prioritization of traffic. Different types of traffic (e.g.
normal-call, emergency-call, Dos attack) have been identified in the demonstra-
tion which further have been prioritized with respect to given priority from the
service layer. Location based authentication has been part of service layer which
further demonstrates cross-layer composition and information exchange.

Our prototype includes IMS to provide a secure network and service envi-
ronment as well as client authentication. Therefore services are also located in
the IMS running on a SIP Application Server (AS). We use a location ser-
vice to store location information like GPS coordinates, address information,
etc. We use a SIP based 3rd party call service (3PCS) to connect to call par-
ties after retrieving a user intent requesting a voice call to another instance.
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A modification in the 3PCS extracts IP addresses and ports during the call es-
tablishing process of sending to SIP INVITES of the two communicating parties.
These information are signaled on to the mediator to assist in establishing a data
path through the functional composition framework.

The attacker are using an Asterisk SIP server to create voice calls between two
parties. The attacker establishes each call and plays an audio-file afterwards on
both sides of the connection to emulate a voice call to generate network traffic.

A technical view on the architecture depicted in figure 4 divides the testbed
into two physical divided parts. One fixed part of the components is located in the
G-Lab testbed of University Würzburg, Germany running in virtual machines
and the other transportable part is running on Laptops which are connected
with the testbed in Würzburg through a VPN connection.

We implemented a workaround to support legacy applications with SONATE.
We need to insert the RTP data into the SONATE framework to apply function-
alities on the network traffic. A TUN/TAP emulates a virtual network interface.
The TUN/TAP interface tunnels the UDP/IP RTP traffic in an extra IP packet,
in order to perform routing in the functional composition framework and apply
QoS on specific flows.

The demo nodes run Ubuntu 10, Java JDK 6 Update 22 and are connected
over Ethernet to the Deutsches Forschungsnetz [13]. The virtual server in the
G-Lab testbed run VMWare Ubuntu 10 with 1,5 GB RAM. An VPN tunnel
using OpenVPN interconnects the components.

5 Measurements and Evaluation of the Prototype

This section presents measurements based on the prototypical implementation
and scenario 4 described above and concludes with an evaluation of the pre-
sented work. The first part is focusing on the evaluation of measurements, while
the second part discusses the advantages and disadvantages of our Functional
Composition and the Cross-Layer Composition Architecture.

5.1 Testbed Measurements Using the Demonstrator

We focus on traffic prioritization of an Emergency Call before attack traffic
is injected into the network. The packet loss ratio of the prioritized stream is
expected to be significant smaller then the un-prioritized one.

We capture the network traffic with the network protocol analyzer Wireshark
[14] at the caller and the callee. Our VoIP scenario with attacker background
network traffic was repeated five times with a different amount of attackers. We
started with 20 attackers in the first round and increase the amount up to 25
attackers in the last round. An aggregation of all measurements regarding the
loss of specific flows was computed afterwards and is depicted in figure 6, which
points out the minimum, maximum and average loss ratios per flow.

We ordered the flows in regard to their loss ratio from low at the left side
to higher loss ratios on the right side. The aggregated results shown in the
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Fig. 6. Packet Loss Ratio per Flow

figure depicts only the Emergency Call flow plus 20 attacker calls. Additional
attackers with the numbers 21 to 25 are excluded from the computation in order
to generate the min, max and average graph. Each bidirectional call is an RTP
session, which consists out of two data flows. Therefore we are analyzing 21 calls
with 42 flows that are aligned on the X-axis. The Y-axis indicates the packet
loss in percent.

The RTP flows are identified through their individual 32 bits Synchronization
Source (SSRC) and the packet loss ratio is measured through analyzing the
continuous sequence number of packets of the same RTP session.

A zero packet loss ratio was measured on the prioritized Emergency Call flow
between the two clients through the functional composition framework SONATE.
The prioritization mechanism of SONATE handles traffic flow specific. An in-
ternal buffer re-orders the incoming packets with regard to their prioritization.
New incoming prioritized packets are send out earlier than un-prioritized pack-
ets, which are already in the buffer. The attacker calls 11 to 20 begin to have a
loss ratio of a few percent up to an average loss ratio of 70 % of attacker 20.

The successful prioritization is proven through the zero packet loss of our
measurements which proves and validates the idea behind the presented cross-
layer functional composition framework. An intent statement of the UE triggers
a service composition, which determines requirements for the network, which are
in turn executed on the network level through activating functional blocks in the
FC framework.
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5.2 Evaluation of the Cross-Layer Concept

The implementation and the performed observations concerning the established
service on the new network architecture approach show four functional scenarios
with the expected behavior. Based on the discussed results, an integration of
the current used legacy application support could be expected. Using bridges
between the current and the new architecture should allow a soft revolution in
the existing network. However, network architectures with similar service levels,
should in the end only be distinguishable by the provided interface between
service and network, whereby the new approach supports a service oriented
notation. Even there are different challenges on the design of a service oriented
approach; it should be a benefit for the development with respect on requirements
of service oriented application development. Beside the co-existing usage, the new
approach will provide new dynamic abilities on the endpoints of a communication
path, also on the network itself. The shown security example could be mentioned.
The approach is utilized by detecting attacks on the application level and by
mitigating their effect on the network in a dynamic way. There is also a thinkable
scenario where the network is able to adapt the routing functionalities for special
kind of calls. Furthermore, using a network with dynamic workflows on endpoints
and network elements allows the carriers of the networks to provide customized
workflows for special requirements, which could be offered as a unique feature.

The providers are free to setup the same workflow in different granularities
and qualities, this can be shown for example in the demonstrated scenario. With
a business view over the network, new charging schemes could be build up
( e.g., charging by workflow). A Service Delivery Platform (SDP) is possible
that assigns flows a certain QoS level in order to provide a Quality of Experi-
ence (QoE) at the user side, which matches the user profile and the individual
account credentials. Data traffic of premium users might be prioritized from
standard users traffic. However, these alternative architecture approaches could
have some disadvantages such as unknown security vulnerabilities concerning
the dynamic composition or possible difficulties related with network interac-
tion functionalities such as congestion control and fairness. Also one big issue is
to define fine granularity (atomic) functional blocks; here the approach is just on
a starting point. This approach needs standardization; with more focus on the
classes of functions and the framework which have to interpret them than on the
functionality itself.

It is true that this approach could exist beside the current layer based ar-
chitecture, by using the current service level as subset. However, the complete
potential will only be available in case of exchange of the routers and all mid-
dle boxes. This would be, in other words, a clean slate approach. In case of
establishing this architecture as alternative just on endpoints, with a pool of
functionalities representing the current Internet, this will give the chance to
overwork the application interface in a service oriented way and setup this new
approach in silent revolution.

The following list summarizes the main advantages and challenges of a general
cross-layer architecture using a service and functional composition:
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Advantages

– Supporting QoS (prioritization, bandwidth, etc.) for specific data flows.
– Flexible service delivery: New operator and service provider business models

arise.
– Enabling security on multiple layers that benefits from interleaving network

and service layer security.
– New charging schemes occur.
– Flexible integration and deployment of new (third party) services.

Challenges

– Access network heterogeneity requires standardization of FC Frameworks,
Service Level Agreements (SLA) and federation of different operator net-
works.

– Open security issues.
– Future Internet Applications need to state their requirements for a spe-

cific service or connection. Dynamic user selected requirements may be send
through an intent statement or static operator policies may be applied.

– Changes in routers are necessary to introduce the FC framework.
– Scalability issues need to be evaluated with regard to the Service Brokering

component, Mediator and Functional Composition framework.
– Limitation of the service spectrum to communication services that enable

3rd party initialization.

6 Future Work on the Cross-Layer Architecture

This section outlines the future work in the project G-Lab DEEP as well as
planned improvements for the presented demonstrator.

The implementation of a cross-layer composition approach, as described in
this paper, demonstrates a way to overcome the limitations of the 7-layer OSI
reference model. However, the described four scenarios do not represent the com-
plexity of the communication in the current used networks (e.g., the Internet).
It also lacks of a full model of (atomic) functional blocks, representing the trans-
port services offered by current networks. At the same time, a consistent and
standardized representation and description is required to ensure composition
over network operator domain borders.

Such an approach, which tries to impose a monolithic structure which should
allow complete diversity, presupposes that models will be setup which shows the
interaction of the (atomic) functional blocks and the limits in practical applica-
tions. In order to address the problems adequately, the first requirement is the
knowledge of the extent to which the goals being pursued are realistic, and of
possible side-effects.

In addition to QoS, many different features will be addressed, such as reliable
transport, congestion control, buffer management or connection maintenance.
However a starting point of selecting and composing functional blocks will be
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the transport layer of the OSI Model. The transport protocols offer a huge variety
of functions, allow to abstract from the network level and represent in the end
the current ”de-facto” interface to the application level. Furthermore current
efforts on the Multi-Path extensions of TCP and SCTP will also demonstrate
the benefits of the shown approach.

Next steps on the framework development itself are to simplify the interfaces
and the interaction of the components. Furthermore the components utilized for
composing are currently designed in a centralized manner, which will be classified
as a drawback. One goal is to work on decentralization in order to support a
P2P-like exchange of selecting and composing functional blocks.

Another aspect of the future work on the cross-layer architecture concerns the
QoS aware Service Brokering and monitoring aspects. Monitoring of network
and service layer components brings awareness of utilization on both layers.
On one side, this monitored data is used to identify security anomalies and
on the other side QoS is supported. Therefore the new gathered information
will be aggregated and analyzed for anomaly detection. Deep packet inspection
classifies network traffic and services collect service execution statistics, which are
aggregated to identify and mitigate attacks on both layers as soon as possible and
as close to the attacker as possible. A distributed firewall will react on potential
security threats, by applying IP and port filters close to the identified network
component.

One aspect of our future work hosts services in the cloud. The service exe-
cution and utilization statistics will be used to provide elasticity on the service
performance by providing scalability in the service delivery process through ser-
vice load balancing.

Finally a QoS aware service brokering will select services based on their cur-
rent utilization, performance and costs. The service composition and orchestra-
tion process is interleaved with monitoring, security and service scalability.
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